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INTRO
We’re at a point in
world history when all
the nations on the entire
globe face a shared
destiny: destruction or
slavery. And it does not
do any good denying it;
but it could be very
beneficial, meaning lifesaving, to step into the
battle as a son of Light,
wholeheartedly and with
all your strength. This is
the only way that we will
break through the black
wall that is heading
towards us, with focused
light power, making it
fall.
The Editor (ef.)

The FSA - friend or foe?
me. While the western media
reports of the supposed
atrocities that Assad is guilty of
against his own people, the
Internet is full of an increasing
number of videos (reality facts
recorded live) of the real
atrocities of the Free Syrian
Army (FSA). In these live
recordings you can see
‘freedom fighters’ abusing
civilians in the most bestial
way, then literally start
butchering them. But who
amongst us let themselves be
confronted with the ‘other truth’
and can identify themselves
with the victims, when it is
much more comfortable to trust
the self-elected experts on TV?
No one likes to see living
people chopped to pieces,
murdered with torturing knife

stabs, stoned and being shot in
public places. No one likes to
watch a child being forced to
decapitate another person.
But all of these are facts
of everyday life in Syria. The
Syrian army is an army of the
people with the people’s best
interests at heart, while
the so-called freedom-fighters
spread terror, fear and horror.
We cannot afford to look away
any longer and we owe it to the
Syrian people to take action,
because German ‘Patriot’
missiles have already been
deployed to Syria’s borders.
Please confront yourself with
this topic, as well as inform
people around you and write
V&C articles so that the world
can find out the truth about
Syria, the powder keg.

The two worlds of reporting
vm. After the speech of
Syria’s president Bashar
al-Assad, a volley of criticism came from almost every
single western media station.
Erika Solomon and Peter
Graff from Reuters Germany
wrote: “The Syrian president
shows no sign of compromise as rebels keep winning
victory after victory. ... New
suggestions for solving the
conflict are missing and the
situation is left hanging.”
The New York Times title
reads: “Defiant speech by
Assad is a new blockade to
the peace treaty in Syria.”
The objective and sound
news reporting by Karin
Leukefeld concerning this

crucial topic for the “Junge
Welt” looks quite different:
“The continuing conflicts are
not a war between the opposition and the government,
but a war of the nation
against murderers and criminals”, Assad said. (...) In order to settle the conflict
Assad made a number of suggestions. One should summon everyone ‘who has not
betrayed Syria’ to a reconciliation conference as well as a
constituent assembly. Based
on that, the supposed re-elections could take place and a
new government be formed.
Assad also announced amnesty for all prisoners of war
and civilians captured during

the conflicts. Nevertheless, the
necessary measures for any
political solutions would be,
quoting Assad, “to stop the
financing as well as giving
armament to the rebels.” “All
acts of terrorism have to stop
immediately and the borders
have to be controlled again,”
Assad charged. The unilateral
view of the news reports and
the twisting of such highly
controversial information by
`mainstream´ media can only
be called criminal propaganda,
considering the escalating situation of the conflict in Syria.
Source:
www.iknews.de/2013/01/07/
assad-rede-die-zwei- weltender-berichterstattung/

Sources:
[Beware: Horrible pictures!]
www.youtube.com/watch?Feature=
player_embedded&v=JXTHKUo
WE6E#at=23
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9MKkI9Zjxfw
http://urs1798.wordpress.com/
2013/01/02/morderische
propagandagegen-die-syrischearmee-ugarit-alarabiyaal-jazeera-ard-ziel-mitbestialischenmorden-noch-mehrhasszu-schuren-syrien-syria/
www.dradio.de/aktuell/1949411/

The “tyrant”
Bashar al-Assad
rh. Ten years ago the ‘tyrant’
Bashar al-Assad installed
democracy in Syria and let
many political prisoners go
free. Also, he protects all
religious and ethnical minorities so that, for instance,
Kurdish children can take
lessons in their mother tongue
(something unthinkable in
Turkey), Jews enjoy all the
freedom, whilst before Assad
came to power, they were only
allowed to live in certain parts
of the towns, many Christians
have roles in the government,
etc. Assad walked the streets
without a bodyguard and drove
his vehicle himself. The Syrian
army is an army of the people
which, when the first unrests
broke out, went out unarmed.
Only when many government
soldiers were killed did they
arm themselves. Is it surprising
that the majority of the people
love Assad and take to the
streets for him? If only we had
such ‘tyrants’ in Europe!
Source:
Testimony of a Syrian living in
Germany who often visits Syria and
knows Assad personally
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Halfhearted
UN-resolution

Syrian diary: retrospect on seven months of reporting

clm. On the 5th of November
2012, the first committee of the
UN-General Assembly passed a
resolution demanding better
security measures for the use of
uranium ammunition. An important stress has been laid upon
the issues of carrying out
janitorial and decontamination
measures, as well as improving
the way in which the civilians
are protected against radiation,
also it is imperative to invest
more time in well documented
research studies regarding
contaminated areas. However,
the resolution has met bitter
resistance from the three powers
that are directly involved in
operating with uranium ammunition, a fact which they
openly admit to: France, the UK
and the USA. As usual, Israel
joined these nations by refusing
the UN radiation resolution, and
thus being a fourth opponent.
What makes these nations act in
this way, being fully aware of
the devastating impact of the
use of uranium ammunition, to
refuse a mere imposition of
safety measures concerning
radiation, when clearly a ban
would be absolutely stringent?
Source:
www.ag-friedensforschung.de/
themen/DU-Geschosse/uno.html

dec. The Russian TV station
Rossija-24 published a 43minute long retrospect on the
seven months of reporting, in
which the team of Anastasia
Popova (special correspondent) was in Syria. The film is
dedicated to the victims of the
terror in Syria. Together
Anastasia Popowa and her
team filmed countless carcasses, on the streets as well
as in the hospitals. In one of
the hospitals a pathologist
said that without exception
everyone who was in captivi-

ty of the rebels was mistreated. The film shows many
cruelties of the rebel band:
public executions of civilians,
execution of children and other horrible things! The rebel
fighters destroy everything,
film it and then claim that the
Syrian army did it. The whole
world should believe that the
Syrian army does such things.
They
call
themselves
“fighters for freedom” of the
free Syrian army and kill children! Just how is it possible
that the entire western media

Source:
http://apxwn.blogspot.com/2012/12/
syrisches-tagebuch-ruckblickauf 7.html

Human killing machines with drug use
me. The 27 year old former
rebel, Youssef Naami, speaks
in an interview with ‘Russia
Today’ of his activities in the
FSA (Free Syrian Army) near
Hama. Hired by Sheikh
Ayman Al-Khalid, he was
paid to fight for ‘the salvation
of the fatherland.’ Under the
influence of strong drugs,
which all rebels received on a
regular basis, he was capable
of raping a woman and taking
part as a witness in several
brutal murders. Naami stated:
‘When we were in operation
we received different pills they told us – to calm the
nerves, for courage and so

that we would not be afraid.
And it was true: swallow –
and you were ready to go and
shoot the entire world. Now
you want to forget.’
One day he was contacted by
the union of the Syrian youth
which offered him a way out
of the net of rebels. ‘I started
to think about what I was
being told. (…) the president
had said that everyone who
did not kill and had not
performed any acts of terror
and is feeling remorse along
with giving up their weapons
will be pardoned. We gave up
our weapons and within 24
hours our names were crossed

German federal parliament agrees to send troops to Middle East
uw. Turkey is supporting the
installment of NATO troops on
their border to Syria. According
to official communications
sources, the Syrian army has
been continuously shooting into
Turkey. However, what is
hardly mentioned are the many
provocations of the Turkish
troops against Syria. They have
done everything from shooting
to trafficking illegal weapons.
The NATO convention in
Brussels already agreed to a

hardly mentions this and
stands behind the horrible
slaughtering by the rebels?
Whoever wants to put the
film off under the label
“propaganda” should watch it
first and form an own opinion
(not for children and weak
nerves!). Who can still stay
apathetic in view of such horrible facts and unrighteousness, without shouting them
out?

military alliance against Syria
several weeks ago. Now the
German Federal Parliament
voted, with an overwhelming
majority, to dispatch 350
soldiers with the newest model
of the Patriot anti-missile
system in Turkey near the
border with Syria. According
to experts, this system is only
suitable
for
intercepting
airplanes or missiles, but not for
stopping the feared Syrian
artillery which may have been

directed accidentally towards
Turkish ground. It is totally
obvious that other interests and
powers are playing a role in this
conflict. In view of these
events, the beginning of a Third
World War in which Germany
is involved has suddenly
become
plausible
and
threateningly close to happen.
Sources:
Schweizer Radio DRS,
Deutschlandfunk, B5-aktuell
Kölner Stadtanzeiger vom 7.1.2013

off the search lists. Today I
feel reborn. I’m going to drug
therapy’,
says
Youssef
Naami.
The terrorists controlled by
money and drugs are acknowledged as the opposition by
our western media, and they
are to be used to rebuild the
country - Syria – which they
themselves previously destroyed. Help us to stop this
madness!
Sources:
http://nocheinparteibuch.
wordpress.com/
2012/07/27/interview-miteinemsyrischen-ex-rebellen/
www.tagesschau.de/ausland/
syrien2454.html

Closing Point l
The hunger for power
during every age had
always enough
arguments for starting
a war. Today this has
not changed. But who
is it that still believes
them today? What
about you?
The editor (ef.)

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
Note by translator: All citations marked with* are re-translated from German into English.
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